The First High Compaction Automated Side Loader
• Commonality of Components With Other Hercules Bodies in the
Field Saves on Training, Service, and Maintenance Costs
• Proven Hercules High Compaction Body
• Simple Controls – No Computers or PLCs
• Operate In Gear
• Patented Fuel Saving Hydraulics
• 6 Cubic Yard Hopper
• Handles Containers up to 400 Gallons

HERCULES
Automated Side Loader

High Compaction Comes To
Residential Side Loader Collection
With the New Hercules ASL

For too long, haulers have had to sacrifice payload density when seeking the efficiency of automated side loader collection.
But no more. E-Z Pack’s Hercules ASL has broken the compaction barrier. By incorporating the solid and proven Hercules
platform, E-Z Pack’s ASL boosts compaction up to 1,000 lbs. per cubic yard for larger payloads, faster route times, and fewer
trips to the landfill.
The Hercules ASL maintains E-Z Pack’s reputation for simplicity and common sense, from the commonality of components
with other Hercules bodies in service, to a control system that doesn’t rely on computers and PLCs, and an arm design based
on proven technology. With the Hercules ASL, innovation and efficiency just got easier.
Full Eject
6 Yd3 Hopper
Heavy Duty
Cylinder Bulkhead

Exclusive Heavy Duty
Guide Tracks (4)

Interlaced Hopper Support

A Hercules at heart

Features You’d Expect From the Innovative Leader
• Common components with other Hercules bodies in the field
saves on service training, parts and maintenance costs. Hercules
fleet commonality includes body structure, packing system,
cylinders, valves, pumps, tailgate components and more.
• Hercules body design is a proven reliable, rugged and low
maintenance platform
• High Compaction, 800-1,000 lbs. /Yd3
• Full Eject, for easier unloading and greater stability at the landfill,
compared to dump units
• Gladiator pack/eject cylinders with advanced scraper technology
• Patented Fuel Saving Hydraulic system saves up to 20% on fuel
• Cool hydraulics, with closed center variable flow
• Large 6 Yd3 hopper

• Packing throughput 3.5 Yd3 per cycle
• Continuous loading – no waiting to clear hopper
• Dump while packing – traveling packer cover closes off behind
pack/eject blade
• Fast dump cycle, 8-10 seconds
• Long reach – 8 feet from side of vehicle
• Compatible with a variety of containers and irregular shapes, up
to 400 gallons
• Dependable arm design, proven with years of experience
• Simple controls – no onboard computers or PLCs
• Proximity sensors – no mechanical limit switches
• Operate in Gear – faster route times, saves fuel
• Body sizes available from 20-31 Yd3
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